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Basic
Package

Standard
Package

ONE MONTH PACKAGE:

We do market research according to business which gives us Regular consultations to 
refine strategy and implement new initiatives. We choose content according to our 
analysis.

-We provide fifteen graphics that are posts, banners and grids.
-We write content for campaigns and daily posts.
-We run fifteen paid campaigns as per client’s requirements.

(Note: Paid campaign budget is not included in this package)
Platforms we use for these campaigns I .e Facebook, Instagram and Google.

ONE MONTH PACKAGE:

We do company as well as product research in market which gives us updated consul-
tations to level up our campaign strategies. The framework and possibilities of prod-
ucts are evaluated and the goals are set accordingly. We make your campaigns effec-
tive by understanding your audience. 

-We provide twenty five graphics I.e posts, banners and grids.
-We write content for campaigns and daily posts.
-We run twenty five paid campaigns as per client’s requirements.

(Note: Paid campaign budget is not included in this package)
Platforms we use for these campaigns I .e Facebook, Instagram and Google.
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Premium
Package
ONE MONTH PACKAGE:
This involves complete marketing, product and consumer analysis. The framework 
and possibilities of products are evaluated and the goals are set accordingly. We do 
in-depth search of competetors & market insights. We are equipped with the latest 
and updated tools and backed by experts in SEO and SMM which is an important part 
of our packages. 

-We provide thirty graphics that are posts, banners and grids.
-We write content for campaigns and daily posts.
-We run thirty paid campaigns as per client’s requirements.

(Note: Paid campaign budget is not included in this package)
-Platforms we use for these campaigns I.e Facebook, Instagram & Google.

WHY

?Digital Marketing
Using digital marketing, you can reach an enormous audience in a way that is both 

cost-effective and measurable. You can save money and reach more customers for 

less money than traditional marketing methods. Get to know your audience and 

allow them to know you personally which can help to create brand loyalty. 
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Digital Marketing

Basic
Package

Standard
Package

Premium
Package

1200SAR 1800SAR 2500SAR

-Paid campaigns are excluded in all above packages

-Minimum paid campaign budget per day is 5$ 

NOTE

15 graphics 25 graphics 40 graphics
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AFFORDABLE SEO 
PLAN & PACKAGE

Basic
Package

Standard
Package

Premium
Package

10 Keywords

5 Articles Per Month
Link Buildings

Technical Onsite SEO

Website Submissions

Directories
Monthly Reports

Monthly Reports

10 Keywords

5 Articles Per Month
Link Buildings

Technical Onsite SEO

Website Submissions

Directories
Monthly Reports

Monthly Reports

10 Keywords

5 Articles Per Month
Link Buildings

Technical Onsite SEO

Website Submissions

Directories
Monthly Reports

Monthly Reports

2000SAR 3000SAR 4000SAR

Not Any Hidden Charges, Choose Your Plan

We enjoy adapting our strategies to o�er every client the best solutions 
that are at the forefront of the industry.


